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RedIRIS is the Spanish academic, research network that has been providing advanced com-munications services to the national scientific community and universities since 1988.It is funded by the Ministry of Science and Innovation and is included in the Ministry's mapof Special Scientific and Technological Facilities. It is managed by the public business entityRed.es, which is an agency of the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism.RedIRIS has over 450 affiliated institutions, for the most part universities and public rese-arch centres, that meet the affiliation criteria (*) set by the Ministry of Economy and Compe-titiveness for this purpose.RedIRIS has RedIRIS-NOVA at its disposal in order to fulfil its mission, and this new opticaltransmission trunk network based on dark fibre will be in operation over the coming deca-des. The use of advanced optical equipment means that the Spanish research community willhave access to multiple circuits of up to 100Gbps per second from the main research centres,including the astronomical observatories in the Canary Islands.This network will enable Spanish researchers to have tools at their disposal to collaboratewith each other electronically under optimum conditions, on both a national and internatio-nal scale.(*) More information on affiliation:http://www.rediris.es/rediris/instituciones/afiliacion.html.en
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CONNECTIVITY

Academic and research IntranetThe basic communications infrastructure of RedIRIS is a high-capacitycommunications trunk network rolled out countrywide that provides theSpanish academic and scientific community with access to the worldwideresearch Intranet.Using this network, institutions affiliated with RedIRIS can connect to otheracademic and research centres under optimum conditions, thereby helpingthem to take part in national and international research projects, including e-science projects that require mass data transmission or certain advancedservices that are not available in the commercial sphere.

This service enables users to make connections where end-to-endcommunication is controlled as a result of RedIRIS's collaboration with otherregional or international academic networks. RedIRIS also offers monitoringtools which end users can use to check service quality and status such as trafficstatistics, the link occupancy map (weather-map), network node availability(looking-glass) and to analyse a link's status in detail (PerfSONAR).Global Internet AccessThe connectivity service which RedIRIS offers its affiliated institutions iscomplemented by access to localised content on commercial IP networks.RedIRIS has a presence in Spain's two Internet exchange points for commercialtraffic: ESPANIX (located in Madrid) and CATNIX (located in Barcelona). It alsohas contracts with international connectivity providers for access to globalInternet services. IP routing serviceInternet address space management is co-ordinated globally by severalorganisations following a hierarchical structure: ICANN monitors themanagement of these resources worldwide. In Europe, RIPE is responsible formanaging these addresses and below that come the Local Internet Registries(LIRs), like RedIRIS, which is responsible for managing address space (bothIPv4 and IPv6) previously allocated by RIPE and which RedIRIS places at thedisposal of its affiliated institutions so that they have the IP addresses requiredfor Internet access.

RedIRIS places a high-capacity communicationstrunk network at the disposal of its affiliatedinstitutions that provides them with access toboth the worldwide research Intranet and to theglobal Internet. RedIRIS also offers otherconnectivity-related services such as IPv4 andIPv6 routing and multicast content distribution.More information:http://www.rediris.es/servicios/conectividad/index.html.en

While domestic Internetconnections offer from 1 to 50Mbps, RedIRIS providesdedicated 10,000 Mbpsconnections for e-scienceprojects
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IPv6 ServiceIPv6 is the latest version of the protocol that supportsall Internet communication and has been designed tosolve the problem of address space on the current IPv4protocol starting to run out, among other matters.RedIRIS has been working with this protocol since the '90s, initially facilitatingexperiments with the protocol and subsequently disseminating its use amongaffiliated institutions.Initially, an experimental "tunnel"-based network was created. In 2003, theprotocol was deployed natively in the trunk network in operation and succe-eding in beating the world record for transferring information to native IPv6.Multicast content distribution serviceMulticast is a network technology that helps to reduce the number of copiesof the same content moving through the network to reach several destinationcomputers, by making copies of the content in the communications equipmentclosest to the information's end recipients. This represents a major saving ofresources when information is distributed to a large number of users.RedIRIS has been one of the pioneering networks in working with thistechnology and offering this service. The service has been offered since 2000,for example with the Òpera Oberta Project.DNS ServiceThe DNS (Domain Name System) is a hierarchical system whereby domainnames (e.g. “rediris.es”) are associated with the IP addresses which are usedto identify the devices connected to the network and which, owing to theirformat, (e.g.134.23.2.255) are hard to remember.Institutions affiliated with RedIRIS keep their own DNS servers, which enablethem to resolve Internet queries on the IP addresses that correspond to theirdomain names. From the outset, RedIRIS has provided the option of hosting acopy of affiliated institutions' DNS information in a RedIRIS secondary server,

so that, in the event that the main DNS server of these institutions crashes, theRedIRIS secondary server can provide the information.At present, 99% of the institutions affiliated with RedIRIS avail of this service.RedIRIS also places the IRIS-DNS information and coordination forum at thedisposal of its affiliated institutions.Network Incident ManagementRedIRIS has a support service for incidents or requests relating to its connec-tivity services. This service is provided by IRIS-NOC (Network Operations Cen-ter), the team responsible for the management and operation of RedIRIS,which was formed when RedIRIS was created in 1988.This network operations centre is in charge of implementing, managing andmonitoring the RedIRIS network services.IRIS-NOC places two coordination lists at the disposal of the affiliated institu-tions: IRIS-TICKETS (notification of incidents and scheduled work that couldaffect the service) and IRIS-IP (information and coordination of RedIRIS con-nectivity services).Device time synchronisation serviceThe RedIRIS time synchronisation service is responsible for setting all the de-vices connected to the network to the same time; this makes it easier to runcertain applications, guarantees the performance quality parameters on thenetwork are measured correctly, incident management, etc.In order to guarantee the highest level of accuracy in synchronising all the de-vices, the NTP (Network Time Protocol) protocol is used from the time station(hora.rediris.es) synchronising with GPS receivers and with the standards ofthe Real Observatorio de la Armada (ROA).
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Private Networks RedIRIS places virtual circuits at the disposalof its affiliated institutions to enable them toconnect research groups in differentgeographic locations as if they were on thesame network, thereby allowing them tobenefit from the operational advantages oflocal area networks in order to developresearch projects or to deploy one institution'sIntranet across all its centres.More information:http://www.rediris.es/servicios/redes_privadas/index.html.en

Virtual circuitsVirtual circuits can be used to connect users in different geographical locations asif they were on the same network (LAN, "Local Area Network" environment),thereby enabling them to benefit from all these local networks' operationaladvantages.Virtual circuits are point-to-point circuits that can be constructed using more thanone type of communications technology. The same project can request severalcircuits in order to connect all the groups taking part in the same private virtualnetwork. The capacity of each circuit can vary from just a few megabytes to severalgigabytes per second.As a result of the coordination between the European academic and researchnetworks, it is possible to deploy these virtual circuits beyond national borders bymeans of the pan-European academic network GÉANT, which supports theseprivate virtual networks.Optical circuitsThis circuit is a specific type of virtual circuit which offers RedIRIS affiliated insti-tutions that require it an optical circuit of 10Gbps exclusively intended for carryingout their tasks.Any institutions that require this service must send a request which will be evalua-ted by the Ministry of Science and Innovation. The latter is responsible for decidingwhether or not it will cover the cost of providing such a service.

The connection offered by RedIRIS can be set up:- Between two RedIRIS affiliated institutions- Between a RedIRIS affiliated institution and another institution affiliated to oneof the European national academic networks that use the pan-European academicnetwork GÉANT.- Between a RedIRIS affiliated institution and another institution affiliated to oneof the European international academic networks (outside Europe).

PRIVATE NETWORKS
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The security of the computer networks and the servers connected through these networks isone of RedIRIS's major concerns. The RedIRIS (IRIS-CERT) security team undertakes preventivemeasures and acts in a co-ordinated manner with the affiliated institutions in order to respondto any incidents that may arise on the network. In addition, RedIRIS provides security certificatesand services to improve e-mail quality, and it advises its affiliated institutions on security-relatedissues in telematic networks.More information: http://www.rediris.es/servicios/seguridad/index.html.en
Security incident managementThe aim of the RedIRIS security incident management service (IRISCERT) isto co-ordinate the response to IT security incidents that affect affiliated insti-tutions' security such as denial-of-service attacks, viruses, worms, trojan hor-ses, etc. and undertake preventive measures by giving these centres advancewarning about any potential problems, offering advice and providing additio-nal support.IRIS-CERT also provides a coordination service for incidents that occur on anational scale and for those incidents that affect the National Grid Initiative.

SECURITY
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RedIRIS places tools at the disposal of itsaffiliated institutions in order to help improvetheir e-mail quality. Most notable among theservices on offer are the e-mail serviceconfiguration audit, the management of IPaddress reputation lists to help reduce spam, anda centralised anti-spam filter platform(“Washer”).More information:http://www.rediris.es/servicios/calidad_correo/index.html.en

Reputation listsRedIRIS places the IRISRBL (Reputation Based/Block List) reputation serviceat the disposal of its affiliated institutions; this service uses the sender's IPto identify spam e-mail in order to immediately block and delete it.The service aggregates the IP addresses identified as malicious due to theirbad reputation in such a way that a simple DNS query is all it takes to getinformation on whether to accept the e-mail or not. The service also detectsand deletes “false positives” (IP addresses that are mistakenly treated asspam and stored as malicious IPs) and adds them to the “RedIRIS White List”.

This White List includes the trusted IP addresses of all the e-mail servers ofSpanish Internet providers, grouped in the ABUSES Forum, which RedIRISco-ordinates.Unified anti-spam filter service
By means of the unified anti-spam filter service, known colloquially as a“Washer”, RedIRIS places a shared platform at the disposal of all the affiliatedinstitutions that sign up for the service which adds additional filters on topof the IRISRBL reputation filter to significantly reduce both spam (which canamount to 90% of the messages received) as well as malware in all the institutions' incoming e-mails.In this service, affiliated institutions' e-mail is redirected to RedIRIS high-availability servers with the latest generation in anti-spam filtering softwareso that RedIRIS can deliver “clean e-mail” to the institutions (this is wherethe “Washer” name comes from).Affiliated institutions can also customise the default filters as well as settingup local quarantine services for their account in order to give users the op-tion of checking filtered messages before they are deleted.

E-MAIL QUALITYE-mail quality
Thanks to the unified anti-spam filter service, RedIRIScan deliver “clean e-mail” toinstitutions
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RedIRIS digital identity services simplify access of affiliated institutions' users to different onlineservices by means of mechanisms that allow for flexible data exchange in accordance with thestrictest privacy and security standards. Users need only log in once and always to their homeinstitution in order to access the different services that accept this information.More information: http://www.rediris.es/servicios/identidad/index.html.en
Federation of identitiesWith this service, users log in with their credentials to their home institution(an institution affiliated with RedIRIS and enabled as an “identity provider”).Once logged in, the data will be transmitted through the RedIRIS federation ofidentities service (SIR), and users can access the Internet services providedby those “service providers” integrated in this federated digital identity systemthat accept that identification.For example, users recognised as such by the institutions participating in SIR,can access services such as the online portal of numerous scientific magazines,or software companies that offer free packages to university students.Identifier registryThis service enables the institutions affiliated with RedIRIS to register uniqueand automatically-processable identifiers in the form of text strings (URI) ornumeric strings (OID), structured in line with international standards.Service management can be provided directly from RedIRIS, or RedIRIS candelegate management to the affiliated institutions interested in offering theservice directly.PGP Key ServerPGP (“Pretty Good Privacy”) is a set of programmes whose aim is to protectinformation distributed through the Internet by using public-key cryptographyand to facilitate document authentication through digital signatures.RedIRIS has the only PGP key server in Spain which is synchronised with allthe other PGP servers on the Internet so that they all share the sameinformation. This PGP key server provides easy access to updated informationon existing public keys needed for data encryption and validating digitalsignatures.Digital security certificatesThis RedIRIS service offers affiliated institution users the option of obtainingcertificates for their servers (web servers and other types) free of chargewhich they can use to set up secure communications channels. These servercertificates are automatically recognised by the majority of browsers or e-mailclients on the market.

IRIS-SARAThe IRIS-SARA service provides universities with access to the SARA Network,the General State Administration's service providing access to the networksof the Spanish Public Administrations (General State Administration, Regionaland Local Authorities) which offers over 2,000 online services, such as the@firma platform, a telematic notification service and a verification system forresidence and identity details.This service, which RedIRIS can offer thanks to an agreement between theSpanish University Rectors' Association (Conferencia de Rectores deUniversidades Españolas, CRUE) and the Ministry of the Presidency, iscentralised, secure, flexible and can be integrated into universities' serviceinfrastructure without requiring any major changes to their networkinfrastructure.Universities who wish to access these Public Administration resources canrequest the service from RedIRIS subject to some minimum configurationrequirements.

DIGITAL IDENTITY

The identity service is capableof interoperating with almostany identity managementmechanism an institution hasin place
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RedIRIS provides affiliated institutions with aroaming service so that their users can avail ofa virtual work environment with Internetconnection, accessing the services andresources of its home organisation fromanother location and, in turn, enabling them touse the services and resources of theorganisation which is hosting them at thattime.More information:http://www.rediris.es/servicios/movilidad/index.html.en
eduroam.esThe eduroam service means users can travel from one institution to anotherthat also has the service deployed and enjoy wireless connectivity at all times.The main advantage that this service offers is that users can connect to thehost institution's wireless network transparently, using their homeorganisation's login details as if they were in their own office and withouthaving to request an account in the institution they have travelled to.

The institution must be connected to the eduroam service so that users fromanother institution can automatically operate on their network. This serviceis currently available in more than 100 institutions countrywide and inhundreds of institutions in Europe and other parts of the world.

ROAMINGRoaming
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One of the fundamental aims of RedIRIS is topromote collaboration between researchers.To this end, RedIRIS offers affiliatedinstitutions a collaborative repository and e-mail distribution lists so that users withcommon interests can exchange informationquickly and efficiently, while ensuring thatthese exchanges remain secure andconfidential.More information:http://www.rediris.es/servicios/colaboracion/index.html.en
Distribution Lists ServiceThe RedIRIS distribution lists are tools that promote coordination andcollaboration between groups of researchers with common interests (e.g.rheumatologists or medieval history experts) by facilitating informationexchange via e-mail.Every list is managed by one or more administrators who have tools at theirdisposal that enable them to easily adapt the list to their user group's needs.For example, administrators can set different access policies (public lists,private lists, moderated lists, etc.), create web files of the message sent (withan in-built search function), allow messages to be sent through the website,or publish internal newsletters.RedIRIS also provides value-added services on this platform such as: OFER-TRABEC (distribution of job vacancies, scholarships and research projects)and DISEVEN (distribution of information on academic and scientific events).
Collaborative repositoryThe collaborative repository is a service that enables information (includinghigh-capacity files) to be exchanged between the research groups thatcollaborate through the RedIRIS distribution lists. This RedIRIS applicationenables users to share documents (with change management and versioncontrol), to configure permissions to access shared folders, or performdocument searches, among other options.

COLLABORATION
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The RedIRIS storage services provide userswith multimedia files and software of interestto the academic and scientific community inorder to facilitate distribution with optimumconnectivity. A repository of public accesscontent replicas (FTP server) and a portal ofacademic multimedia content (ARCA) aremade available through these services.More information:http://www.rediris.es/servicios/almacenamiento/index.html.en

Mirror repositoryRedIRIS has a repository of content replicas, including distributions offreeware that are relevant for the scientific community, as well as open-accessdocumentation and information.These copies are stored on RedIRIS FTP servers, which offer the bestdownloading conditions to members of the institutions connected to theRedIRIS network infrastructure, although it is also possible to access this open-access repository from anywhere on the Internet.

Multimedia content portal (ARCA)The ARCA multimedia content portal is an RSS aggregator for the academiccommunity. The service is the result of a project undertaken in collaborationwith the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid in order to federate informationrelating to multimedia content and broadcasts streamed by RedIRIS affiliatedinstitutions.This service is a portal, a metadata aggregator open to any Internet user, whichintegrates the multimedia content of affiliated institutions in order todistribute them to a wider audience.

STORAGEStorage
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e-Scien
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As a communications infrastructure, RedIRIS is one of the basic research e-infrastructures,together with computing resources and storage.Other essential components of e-science are data repositories, scientific applications andmiddleware, which enables secure and efficient interoperation between these applications andwith the e-infrastructures on which they run.
In addition to its advanced communications network, RedIRIS also offers other services for e-science, such as digital certificates especially intended for this area, management of securityincidents on the grid, and training. All of this is co-ordinated within the Spanish e-ScienceNetwork and, in particular, with its National Grid Initiative (NGI), which collaborates in theEuropean Grid Initiative (EGI).More information: http://www.rediris.es/servicios/eciencia/index.html.en
Identity service for e-scienceRedIRIS offers its users digital certificates for secure access to e-scienceresources such as supercomputers or grid computing.This e-science specific digital certificate service, known as pkIRISGrid, hasbeen validated by EUGridPMA, the organisation that co-ordinates thecertification authorities that provide services to European e-science, whichmeans that the certificates are accepted by all organisations validated by theIGTF (International Grid Trust Federation).

With this service, RedIRIS enables the affiliated institutions that request it andfulfil the requirements to act as registration authorities and issue certificatesfor the personnel and devices of those bodies involved in e-science projects.

e-SCIENCE
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RedIRIS undertakes various measures aimed at disseminating information about its activity andservices among members of its community.
Most noteworthy among these activities are the organisation of specialised events such as theSecurity of Roaming Forums, the Working Groups and, in particular, Technical Conferences thatbring together over 450 representatives of its affiliated institutions on an annual basis.
RedIRIS also organises specialised training courses on issues relating to connectivity, security,roaming, e-science, or any other subject that is of interest to the community at any given time.
In addition, RedIRIS publishes a newsletter and provides information on its services through itswebsite where, among other things, it publishes press releases with any news consideredsignificant for its affiliates.
More information: http://www.rediris.es/servicios/difusion/index.html.en

DISSEMINATIONDissemination
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Institu
tions su

pportRedIRIS offers its affiliated institutions technical support on issues relating to communicationsnetwork management, device and computer network security, digital identity-related issues,handling procurement procedures, the installation and use of videoconferencing systems, or anyother issue relating to the work of RedIRIS. In addition, RedIRIS offers consultancy services toadapt its services to the specific needs of research projects undertaken by members of theSpanish academic and scientific community.

INSTITUTIONS SUPPORT
Services PanelThe services panel is a tool that RedIRIS offers to its affiliated institutions sothey can carry out a personalised audit of the services delivered by RedIRIS.Thanks to this application, the institutions have a reference point for managinginstitutional information, viewing the status and statistics of services used aswell as having an overview of the catalogue of services, with the possibility ofrequesting connection to any services not yet being used by the institution.Monitoring servicesMonitoring service RedIRIS services allows affiliated institutions to analyzeand diagnose the state of their services by monitoring their own systems andservices from a neutral point outside your corporate network, thus obtaininga more objective and external view next to the user that are not physicallyconnected to the network of the institution.This service offers administrators, a number of warning tools, diagnostics andstatistics, which allow them to have information on the current state of theirservices. Those institutions that already have an infrastructure monitoring,will also benefit from the advantages offered by having additional informationon their services from outside their own network, as seen by Internet usersfrom accessing the rest of the network academic.The service monitoring services has been launched following the creation in2011 of a pilot platform, based on the successful experience and requirementscaptured through the Argos project developed by the University of Zaragoza.

Network monitoring toolsOne of the tools used worldwide for multi-domain monitoring is PerfSONAR(PERFormance Service Oriented Network monitoring Architecture).In Europe, in the framework of the European GN2 project, the firstdevelopments focused on multi-domain monitoring in general and thePerfSONAR tool in particular were carried out. As part of the JRA1 activity aseries of multi-domain Java-based monitoring services that included thePerfSONAR tool were carried out for the European research community.In the framework of the EGEE-III project, RedIRIS coordinated the rollout ofthe PerfSONAR tool in the Spanish Tier 2 centres of the LHC project, with theaim of providing elements for monitoring the connections between all thedomains involved in the network connections of this project.RedIRIS has evolved the tool by adopting functionalities of both distributions(American and European) in order to try to incorporate all that is needed forhaving as complete a set as possible of applications for network monitoring.ConsultancyRedIRIS provides advisory services to adapt their services to the specific needsof the research projects carried out by members of the Spanish academic andscientific community.




